
Our team has a renowned history of 
providing the industry’s finest customer 
service, continually acknowledged by 
thousands of users and IT professionals 
who put their trust in us every day.

WWe are dedicated to developing innovative 
imaging solutions that greatly improve 
image quality and stability. Making imaging 
more efficient and reducing costs are the 
cornerstones of our mission.

About Double Black Imaging 

Double Black Imaging’s Phoenix workstations 
feature solutions to take the Radiologist from the 
home office to the reading room. Manufactured in 
the USA with German made actuators, the Phoenix 
line-up is purposefully built for Radiology. Each 
Phoenix model is designed with high-grade 
aluminum legs that will not rust or corrode. 
Additional cross bAdditional cross bracing prevents buckling over 
time as seen with other brands.

Phoenix Ergonomic workstations
As more facilities and Radiologists incorporate the ability 
to read from home, ergonomic considerations should not 
be overlooked.  Optimizing your home reading office 
reduces the likelihood of back pain and spinal health 
issues.  It also improves metabolic rates and reduces 
respiratory dysfunction caused by a sedentary office 
lifestyle.  A home reading space designed with 
state-ostate-of-the-art ergonomics ensures maximum safety and  
comfort while also improving productivity and the 
radiologist well-being.

The Phoenix Home Station includes:

   Electronic sit to stand capability, 4 presets with soft    
    collision safety stop sensors
   Desktop power with USB ports 
    Dimmable Gooseneck task lighting to reduce eye strain
    Sturdy CPU Rack that moves with the workstation,     
   positions adjacent to cable management compartment  
   for ease of set up and eliminates cable disconnection   
   issues
   Sleek, Integrated Wire management
   Optional Display, CPU and/or seating bundles

Bringing the Reading Room Home

Phoenix Home



10 year warranty on base, 5 year warranty on work surface.  

Under Desk Cable Closet, Wire Management box for 60” 
Desk.  Includes (2) 6 outlet Power strips, 110-125V AC, 
50-60 Hz.

LED Task Dimmable Task Light

Under Desk CPU Holder, adjusts from 5 1/4” -8” Wide and 9” to 
18-3/4” High, Supports up to 40 lbs.

Charging Dock with (1) USB-A, (1) USB-C, and (1) AC Port
4 Programmable Presets 

450lbs

27” to 47”
60” x 30”

Warranty

Cable Management

Surface Task Lighting

CPU Holder

Surface Power - Flush Mount

Programmable Presets

Weight Capacity
Height Adjustability
Surface Size (WxD)

Phoenix HomeFeatures

Surface Finishes Base Finishes

Display systems and CPU
available preconfigured 
by Double Black Imaging 
with Bundle Pricing Dimmable Task Light

to ease eye strain
and provide soft ambient

lighting

Heavy Duty Aluminum base
with Cross Bracing 
to eliminate buckling

Under Desk CPU Holder
moves with Desk for 

ease of use

Sleek, Hidden Wire
Management with
12 Power Outlets

Flush Mount USB
and AC Power

Phoenix Home



Ergonomic Seating
Reduces back pain and 
improves productivity
by promoting proper

alignment.

Take Advantage of our direct
relationships for workstations.
DBI will preconfigure all displays, 
graphic controllers and calibration 
software prior to shipment.

Featured Add-Ons
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